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FROM THE DESK
of the president

Master Builders South Africa Appoints
Vic Naidoo As New National President
Master Builders South Africa (MBSA)
has appointed Vic Naidoo as the new
national president of the federation.
The appointment was confirmed at
the federation’s 115th Annual General
Meeting held on 11 September 2020.

unity of purpose among MBSA and its
peers. I will continue to build on the
good foundation laid by those before
me, to unify our membership and
engage our peers in coming up with
industry-wide solutions,” he said.

Vic is a Durban native and an alumnus
of the University of Durban Westville
and the ML Sultan Technikon. He has
been a Member of the Master Builders
KwaZulu-Natal Executive Council since
2008 and served as President of the
Association from 2011 to 2013. Vic
participated on the MBSA board from
2015 and was elected as Vice-President
of MBSA in 2018, a position that he
occupied until his recent appointment
to the position of President. As one
of the pioneers of transformation
in the construction industry in
KwaZulu Natal, he was instrumental
in the development of the MBSA
Transformation Declaration in 2016.
The Declaration is a commitment
to create a more demographically
representative and inclusive industry.

In acceptance of the appointment,
Vic also outlined his determination
to continue the Federation’s focus on
transformation, and the shared the
vision of a new, inclusive, just, and more
equal dispensation for the industry.

Vick Naidoo
President, Master Builders
South Africa

Vic said:“We should not pay lip service to
transforming the industry. There must
be a genuine commitment and impetus
to broadening economic participation
of marginalised communities in this
sector. It is one of the main pillars on
which a competitive and sustainable
industry can be founded.’
A proclaimed Christian, Vic is also
an Elder at Gate Ministries Church,
Chairman of the Local Security Forum
and is married to Shireen Naidoo with
whom he shares a son, daughter,
son-in-law and grandson. During
downtime, Vic enjoys spending time
with his family, counselling people
who needs assistance and watching
soccer, cricket and rugby.

He takes over the presidency of one of
the largest employer Federations in the
construction industry during a difficult
period where the sector has reported
unprecedented levels of decline in
activity. However, Vic who has a wealth
of experience in the industry, affirmed
his commitment to continuing the
Master Builders South Africa (MBSA)
drive towards revival of the sector.
is a Federation of registered employer
“There are immediate challenges that Associations representing contractors
were brought about by the trauma and employers in the construction
of Covid-19 which we have been industry and is regulated in terms of
addressing through various industry Section 107 of the Labour Relations Act
and MBSA initiatives. There are also 66 of 1995. The Federation’s nine Master
some long-existing challenges which Builders Associations, and three Affiliate
the industry has been grappling with Associations represent more than
prior to the pandemic, and these 4 000 contractors and employers in the
require a pragmatic approach and a industry. g
September 2020
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Construction Health and Safety

Migration from OHSAS 18001 TO
SANS/ISO 45001

T

he international standard for Occupational
Health and Safety (OHSAS) has been replaced
with SANS/ISO 45001: Occupational Health
and Safety Management System Standard.
In a webinar hosted by the South African Bureau of
Standards (SABS), clients and interested parties were
given an overview of the changes and the deadline to
migrate from OHSAS 18001 to SANS/ISO 45001.
All organisations that are certified to OHSAS 18001, will
have to migrate to ISO 45001 by September 2021. The
deadline was initially set by the International Accreditation
Forum (IAF) for March 2021 and has been extended to
September 2021 as a result of the delays experienced
worldwide due to Covid-19.

Globally, 2,7 million workers die in workplaces and non-fatal
work-related injuries / illnesses are approximated at 340
million each year by the International Labour Organization.
The new SANS/ISO 45001 is more comprehensive than the
previous OHSAS standard and requires involvement by
the whole organisation./ISO 45001 is a voluntary standard,
there are some references to the standard included in
regulations that have been developed by the Department
of Labour.

Organisations that are certified to OHSAS 18001 should
be aware that their certification will no longer be valid by
September 2021. It is important to note that this standard
does not replace regulatory requirements, however an
implementation of the management system will enable
an organisation to meet most regulations relevant to
“SANS/ISO 45001 is crucial for all organisations in South occupational health and safety,” advises Bissoon.
Africa as it provides the framework, processes and system
for the management of all workplace hazards, health SABS is assisting their certification clients to ensure that
issues and incidents. The effective implementation of the migration process is smooth and that the deadline
the performance-based standard will reduce the number for migration is achieved. Training interventions to help
of fatalities and injuries in the workplace, and promote a prepare South African companies to meet the deadline
healthier and happier workforce,” says Sadhvir Bissoon, will continue. More information is available on
Standards Executive at the SABS.
www.sabs.co.za. g

Key Differences between SANS/ISO 45001 and OHSAS 18001
SANS/ISO 45001
OHSAS 18001
Structure

Framework is easier to integrate with
other management systems
Management Management / leadership of the orcommitment ganisation has more responsibility to
implement OH&S
Employee
Enables broader employee participainvolvement tion
Risk approach Follows a preventative approach
4

Framework can be used as a standalone system
OH&S management could implement
the system
Top down approach
Focuses on hazard control
September 2020

Extracts From “Remuneration For
Covid-19 Related Employee Absence
From Work”
by Dr Jan Lapereere

• COIDA: The employee right to OD TTD and
Work absence during the Covid-19 epidemic is a result of:
compensation for workplace-acquired Covid-19.
1. Full lock-down: employer is not operational; absence
Here, the employee is paid by the employer or
as employee cannot present for work.
the CF.
2. Alert levels: employer may gradually and / or partially
operate; absence as certain employees cannot present
• DMA: Consolidated Directive: high-risk (close
for work.
contact) at work implies the right to BCEA sick pay,
and the employee is paid by the employer.
3. Vulnerable employees: comorbidity risk severity and
workplace exposure may lead to high risk requiring
• UIF: The UIF illness benefits or TERS illness benefit
work absence.
clause 4 TERS (Directive 25 March) applies here.
4. Covid-19 Illness and self-isolation, which may be a
result of workplace-acquired Covid-19 or not.
Statutory law sick pay rights
5. Close (high risk) contact and self-quarantine, as a result 1. BCEA: For certified illness, the maximum is 30 days in
of workplace close contact or not, with a suspected
three years.
positive case or stemming from high-risk behaviour.
2. LRA: BC sick pay may be reduced quantum; the TTD is
dependent on insured terms.
Right to remuneration in employment in South Africa
3. COIDA: TTD for 30 days or longer at 75% wages with
Remuneration paid by employer: employment is a contract
statutory maximum.
of service in which the service of the employee to the 4. High risk contact at work, in self-quarantine is the same
employer is exchanged for remuneration paid by the
as point 1.
employer to the employee. Remuneration paid through 5. UIF sick pay goes directly to employees and not readily
social networks: the employee benefit structures may also
cash.
remunerate an employee at the instance of collective 6. UIF TERS: A reduced quantum is paid to the employer.
bargaining, unemployment, occupational disease, insured
illness benefits and, now, funds released through the state The employment contract and illness: rights and duties
of national disaster.
1. Automatically includes statutory (BCEA, LRA, COIDA,
UIF).
Common law principles: Rights and duties
2. Includes employer policies (eg Covid-19 policy,
1. The employee must present for work
working from home etc).
2. The employer must engage the employee for the 3. May include sector-specific additional sick pay rights,
employment which was offered
eg municipal and government.
3. The employer must remunerate the employee for the 4. May include a contract with provisions of extended
rights. g
work done
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C

ovid-19 is a notifiable disease and the epidemic Statutory law principles and the right to remuneration
is a national disaster. These designations for sick absence
cause a number of uncommon work absences.
• BCEA: The employee has the right to (conditional)
The right to remuneration during absence
sick pay from employer. The employee is paid by
from work emanates from different aspects of the
the employer.
employment relationship in South Africa, comprising
• LRA: In collective bargaining, the employee has
common law, labour statutes, the employment contract,
the right to additional sick pay (from collective
and Directives and Regulations under the Disaster
fund) and temporary total disability payment (via
Management Act.
insured benefit).

Indoor air quality is key to health

Construction Health and Safety

Indoor Air Quality

I

ndoor air quality is known to affect the health,
comfort and well-being of building occupants, in
fact, poor indoor air quality can easily be linked
to numerous respiratory diseases. During the
Covid-19 pandemic, it’s also worth noting that viruses
can linger in rooms through coughing, sneezing
or even breathing. This is because the principal
transmission mode of the Covid-19 is by respiratory
droplets, which may travel several distances from
someone who is coughing or sneezing.

Modern construction materials have been specifically
developed to actively remove polluting and harmful
VOCs (volatile organic compounds) from indoor air.

At Saint-Gobain we have several product categories that
have a direct impact on indoor air quality: Products with
the lowest emissivity possible for the building envelope
in insulation, dry lining, facade, wall or floor covering,
membranes and high performance windows and doors
providing complete airtightness superior airtightness;
Products to purify indoor air by scavenging certain VOCs
Improving the quality of your home’s indoor air, which such as formaldehyde.
can be full of pollutants, emissions and germs, is
beneficial for many reasons and important, pandemic We believe that the air indoors should be as good as
or no pandemic. Indoor air quality in our homes can be the air outdoor,s and that is why amongst many other
affected by different indoor pollutants; gases (including products, we produce high-performance boards that
carbon monoxide, radon, volatile organic compounds), can be used in our daily environments to improve the
particulates, microbial contaminants (mould, bacteria), indoor air quality and provide healthier environments.
or any mass or energy stressor that can induce adverse Activ’Air® is a unique technology added to our Gyproc
health conditions. Building finishes and furnishings range plasterboards and ceiling products. It is designed
(plywood, paint, furniture, floor / wall coverings) also specifically to decompose formaldehyde emissions into
have an impact in the quality of the air we breathe in our nonharmful inert compounds, thus eliminating the risk
homes.
of re-emission. Activ’Air® makes the air 70% cleaner and
will produce cleaner, fresher air for at least 50 years.
One way to control indoor air pollution is therefore to
remove emissions of primary and secondary pollutants As part of our Gyproc range of plasterboards, we also
at source. This can be achieved by paying attention to have RhinoBoard Moisture Resistant board®. This board
the ingredients of materials brought into any living or has moisture and mould resistance qualities, making it
working space and, where possible, choosing healthier suitable for wet areas such as bathrooms and kitchens.
alternatives (formaldehyde-free, natural products). Additionally, our tiles & adhesives removes the hassle of
Another practical way of improving indoor air quality refurbishments during this lockdown period, by offering
is to get outdoor air moving by opening doors and easy-to- use solutions and rapid setting adhesives like
windows as often as possible. Higher ventilation rates the Weber Renovate Adhesive Grey which allows for
can be helpful in reducing the risk of viruses in general. quick room conversions and tile on tile solutions. SaintGobain also offers ready mix paste adhesive, weber.fix
Essentially a good building design can mitigate Super-flex , which provides a low fume and zero dust
numerous indoor air quality issues. In addition, proper solution for remodelling living spaces.
ventilation (mechanical and natural ventilation) and
specification of the right building materials are essential Quantity and quality of light within our homes
to increase the supply of fresh air in a building, and to Natural lighting is a magnificent benefit provided by
reduce our exposure to indoor pollutants and odours. nature. Anything that reduces the burning of fossil fuels
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sun increases red blood cells and boosts white blood
cell counts, it boosts your immune system and daytime
sun helps people sleep better at night, and helps to
balance the body’s hormones. This goes to prove the
importance of natural sunlight or lighting in as far as our
health is concerned. It is imperative that we ensure we
are exposed to the right amount and quality of lighting.
This we can do by making sure we open our windows
and doors or any other points of entry in our homes that
Saint-Gobain glass has SGG PLANITHERM 4S which has could provide sufficient lighting in our homes.
been developed especially for conservatory glazing
applications. Offering excellent solar control properties, Due to Covid-19 we find ourselves spending more
reduced glare and enhanced thermal insulation, SGG time indoors than we previously did due to cautionary
PLANITHERM 4S provides true year-round comfort when measures deployed by governments and, as a result, we
can only do so much to ensure we get the right quantities
used throughout the conservatory.
of lighting. However, building design and choice of
As we continue to spend more time indoors due to the materials and equipment obviously play a decisive
Covid-19 pandemic, the quantity and quality of natural role. This is because natural light varies all the time, and
ensuring a constant quality of light involves controlling
light we are exposed to will be crucial to our comfort and
its intensity. This can mean either reducing too much
well-being. Natural sunlight comes with a lot of benefits
incoming light by shading, or compensating for low
which can be classified in two ways; psychological and light levels with artificial light. Increasingly sophisticated
health.
control systems are able to manage all these variables,
and help achieve a successful balance in the combined
In terms of psychological benefits, natural sunlight use of artificial light and daylight.
create an energetic environment that is productive. A
study performed by Loyola University found that people Saint-Gobain offers several product categories that have
who work in sunlight have better short-term cognitive a direct impact on the quantity and quality of lighting;
powers than those who work in the shadows. Other transparent products, such as glass, window films or
studies have shown that workers in sunlit areas are more architectural membranes, which allow optimised access
productive than workers without exposure to natural to daylight and views through windows, doors and
light. With our homes set to be our workplace during this partitions.
lockdown period, the amount of natural sunlight could
either spur or inhibit a positive attitude and productivity. Translucent products allow daylight whilst preserving
privacy. Opaque interior products, such as wall
Natural lighting boasts of numerous health benefits; an coverings, ceiling or flooring products, can contribute
increase in vitamins B and D, it stimulates appetite and to the distribution of daylight and to the aesthetics of
improves digestion, improves blood circulation, natural the space. g
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to produce electricity is a benefit to the environment.
By increasing our home’s exposure to the sun with
modern, thermal, energy efficient windows and doors, it
creates a healthier, happier, more comfortable and more
sustainable home. This is referred to as the conservatory
glazing. A conservatory should be a natural extension to
the home providing useable, extra living space that can
be enjoyed whatever the time of year.

Textured colour-coated roof cladding provides a luxurious finish

Metal Cladding: How To Get The Best From A
Metal Roof
Industry News

Published courtesy SAMCRA

I

n making the decision to have a metal clad roof one
must remember that the most important functions
of a roof cladding system (profiled cladding plus
ancillary items and fasteners) is to provide a
weatherproof membrane followed by aesthetic appeal,
however, aesthetic appeal is invariably the governing
consideration.
PROFILE:
The first step is to choose a profile (geometric shape) from
the two main categories, pierce fix or concealed (secret)
fix that best suites the aesthetic and service performance
requirements of the building.
Pierce fix profiles are those where the cladding is anchored
to the supporting structure by a fastener that passes
through the cladding, the head of which is permanently
exposed. Corrugated and box rib are the most common
forms of pierce fix profiles. These profiles are not suitable
for flat roofs (less than 5°) generally it is recommended that
corrugated be limited to a minimum slope of 10° and 7,5°
for box rib.

on site thereby eliminating the need for end laps. These
profiles should never be end lapped which means they are
not suitable for in-plane rooflights.
An often overlooked component of cladding systems are
the flashings, most leaks emanate from undersized and/or
poorly fitted flashings. Whilst the basic design of flashings
is universal to all profiles their dimensional proportions
vary considerably and we recommend the cladding
manufacturer’s standard designs for the respective profiles
be adhered to. The two flashings that cause the most
problems are the valley and counter flashings. Valley
flashings are to have a return, similar to that on a counter
flashing, along the full length of their longitudinal outside
edges which are overlapped by the cladding, this is
necessary to eliminate the formation of a capillary siphon.
Counter flashings have to be independent from head and
sidewall flashings, the reason for this is the differential
thermal movement between the flashing attached to the
cladding and the counter flashing which is anchored into
masonry. Under no circumstances is the counter flashing to
be mechanically connected to any other flashing.

The length of individual sheets is limited to between 10 to
13m due to transport constraints.
A similar situation arises with gable and barge flashings
on concealed fix systems where sliding connections
This, however, eliminates the need to provide for thermal are required for the attachment of the flashing to the
movement. We strongly recommend that both side and roof cladding. Sliding connections are also required for
end laps be sealed with a reinforced butyl based sealer the attachment of headwall and ridge flashings. Most
strip and that side laps are stitched as per manufacturer’s manufacturers of concealed fix cladding systems supply
recommendations.
matching sliding connectors. Under no circumstances are
paint-on membranes to be used as a substitute for metal
Concealed fix profiles have unique anchoring devices flashings.
which are contained within the profile and are therefore not
exposed to the elements. They also allow for unrestricted Fasteners are to be in accordance with the cladding system
thermal movement of the cladding. These profiles can be manufacturer’s specification and the requirements of SANS
used on slopes as low as 2°, moreover, they can be rolled 1273 which requires that the durability of the coating on
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Site rolled single length concealed fix roof cladding

Whilst galvanised is the cheapest option, it is, with a few
exceptions, the most vulnerable to corrosion both from
the environment and rainwater runoff from other metallic,
painted or glazed (including glass and plastics) surfaces,
whereas the 55% aluminium / zinc is vulnerable in highly
acidic and alkaline environments (pH less than 4 and greater
than 9), plus areas of intensive animal farming together
with runoff from copper or lead.
All coated steel products must not be in direct contact with
stainless steel, copper or lead. Please note that metallic
coatings are available in a range of thicknesses and that in
general durability is proportional to thickness, ie the thicker
the coating, the longer the corrosion protection.
When selecting the base material it is vitally important to
consider both the macro (area or region as a whole) and
micro (adjacent area surrounding a building) environments.
Under no circumstances are solar heaters and PV panels to
be installed on uncoated galvanised surfaces.
MAINTENANCE:
An important aspect that is regularly overlooked is
maintenance, particularly in coastal and highly polluted
areas where the regular washing, on a quarterly basis, of
surfaces not washed by rainfall is necessary to preserve

September 2020
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the fasteners and washers, together with that of the sealing the protective coatings and compliance with warrantee
conditions. We recommend an annual inspection of roofs to
gasket, is equal to or better than that of the cladding.
check the condition of the surface, attachment of flashings
and in the case of pierce fix systems, the condition of the
BASE MATERIAL:
The second step is to choose the material from which the fasteners and their sealing gaskets. In all cases, the regular
cladding is to be roll-formed together with the finish, ie removal of debris is important as plastics and vegetative
matter block drainage systems. In addition, accumulated
metallic or colour coated.
vegetative matter accelerates corrosion of surface coatings,
Traditionally metal cladding is formed from metallic coated including painted ones.
steel and less frequently from aluminium, stainless steel,
titanium zinc or copper, all of which perform differently in INSTALLATION:
a given environment. With coated steel there is a choice In order to ensure the best performance from a cladding
between galvanised and 55% aluminium / zinc (ZincAL, system, we strongly recommend that it is installed by
Zincalume, etc) both with a colour-coated option with a competent, well-trained and experienced roofing
finishes ranging from 30% gloss to matt and textured. contractor. A good starting point is to establish if a
Aluminium is also available with a 30% gloss painted finish. prospective contractor is approved by the manufacturer of
the chosen system. g

AfriSam placed an order of masks with Pello Yabasadi Business Enterprise

Industry News

AfriSam Uplifts Women In Business

A

s the country battles the coronavirus
pandemic and its devastating effect on lives
and livelihoods, for a company in the west of
Johannesburg, there was a silver lining during
this health crisis.
Protective clothing manufacturer, Pello Yabasadi Business
Enterprise, was jolted into action by the crisis and received
an opportunity when South Africa’s leading construction
materials producer, AfriSam, placed an order of thousands
of masks for its workforce. This was a profitable contract for
a small manufacturer that was facing despair due to the
lockdown and the subsequent slowing business activity.
AfriSam prioritizes local entrepreneurs and always try to
create concrete opportunities for them, their businesses,
and the society at large. When the Covid-19 outbreak
began in March, the company came up with a strategy to
turn this problematic situation into an opportunity.
According to Government regulations, it is a requirement
for every individual to wear a face mask. AfriSam got in
touch with Tumi Phooko, the owner of Pello Yabasadi
Business Enterprise, a woman-led company in the health
and safety sector, and placed an order of 5000 face masks
for its workforce. Pello Yabasadi Business Enterprise
is a beneficiary of AfriSam’s Enterprise and Supplier
Development programme and the company wanted to use
this opportunity to create an additional revenue stream for
this enterprise.
Not only did AfriSam support this entrepreneur through
the order of masks, the company also assisted the business
to acquire a permit to conduct business during the
lockdown period. In addition, AfriSam provided capital as
part of its Supplier Development Programme to purchase
some material which could also be used to supply masks to
other customers.
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AfriSam’s national procurement manager, Zunaid Rasdien,
says the Pello Yabasadi Enterprise project was part of the
company’s efforts to fight the Covid-19 pandemic through
provision of health protocol compliant products.
Pello Yabasadi Enterprise produces quality corporate
clothing, uniforms, protective gear, safety shoes and
now face masks, and has been in operation for five years.
“Samples of her products were tested and passed our safety
quality control measures, enabling us to trust her masks to
protect our workforce during this pandemic.” Rasdien adds.
In South Africa, women have been previously
disadvantaged, marginalised and still find it extremely hard
to secure tenders, contracts, good jobs or at least earn the
same wages as their male counterparts. Unemployment
remains high and the gap between the employment of
men and women is exceedingly high.
Prior to the order of 5 000 masks, AfriSam had provided
support to Pello Yabasadi in 2019 by purchasing an
embroidery machine at an interest free loan as acquiring
funds remains a big challenge, especially for small
businesses.
Over the years, AfriSam has been working to bridge the
employment gap and empower entrepreneurs, especially
women from disadvantaged backgrounds as well as those
near their operations. The company has initiated several
projects to uplift disadvantaged local communities.
During this difficult time, AfriSam will continue to adhere
and support government’s lockdown laws, regulations,
and initiatives to fight the outbreak and will carry on
empowering local entrepreneurs where they can. “It is
AfriSam’s desire to see more of the company’s enterprise
development beneficiaries receiving continuous business
support as part of their growth,” Rasdien concludes. g
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ASAQS webinars a rewarding success,
says EduTech director

Compared to the 15 to 25 persons who attended the preCovid workshops and webinars, this indicates a dramatic
shift in our members’ sentiment towards their continuous
professional development. The webinars have become
a place where people are informed and engage in highly
topical matters, where they can brainstorm with their
peers, and become a part of the greater problem-solving
community which the built environment needs right now,”
says Trusler.

“Essentially, our members have been offered 83 free CPD
hours via webinar, which in monetary terms, is worth
approximately nine times the value of their annual
membership fees. Live workshops would have at least
doubled these statistics. Our team of CPD presenters is the
best we have ever had, and they continue to deliver worldclass webinars,” says Trusler.

The ASAQS has had the privilege of hosting topical webinars
in response to the industry’s needs such as, “The Contractual
He says that the webinars have created a platform for the Consequences of Covid-19” and “The Implications of
members to connect and engage with one another on a Covid-19 on Construction Health and Safety.” Both of these
national level.
topics resulted in follow-up webinars to further discuss and
close the robust conversations that the webinars incited.
“Members are getting to know each other and are sharing
knowledge with each other. By making use of the “Chat” Some of the feedback from the webinars also resulted in
and “Q&A” functions available on the webinar platform, the production of practical guidelines. The webinars are so
people ask the necessary questions, make constructive popular that the ASAQS is planning additional webinars to
comments, engage in insightful conversations, and accommodate registrations in excess of the current Zoom
brainstorm potential solutions. There is a growing sense limit of 500 persons.
of goodwill and camaraderie, and people are raising their
hands to be part of the critical discussions taking place The schedule for upcoming webinars can be found on the
ASAQS website where you can register online. The webinar
online, says Trusler.
line-up includes topics such as an Overview and Technical
The success of the webinars can undoubtedly be attributed Analysis of NEC 4, Professional Client-Consultant Services
to the generosity of the ASAQS Board who made the Agreements published by PROCSA®, Construction Delay
decision to offer free CPD events to our members for the Analysis, and Marketing your Consultancy, among others. g
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duTech, the educational arm of the Association remainder of 2020 as a gesture of kindness in the face of
of South African Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS), the Covid-19 crisis.
has been offering free webinars since May and
will continue to do so for the rest of the year.
Giving Quantity Surveyors more, for less
Obtaining CPD points is often associated with high costs.
Karl Trusler, Director of EduTech, says the webinars are Webinars cost less than live workshops because of the
widely attended, and the value offering has challenged savings on venue hire, catering, travel and accommodation.
the perceived costs involved in obtaining continuous These costs are recouped through the registration fees paid
professional development. The webinars have essentially by attendees. Being able to offer free CPD training while
created a platform for quantity surveyors to participate, maintaining the content standard results in a remarkable
contribute, and network in surprising and enterprising value proposition to members.
ways.
Value innovation takes place where value is increased, and
“We have been extremely encouraged by the response to at the same time, costs are reduced. The decision to offer
the webinars, with an average of more than 200 persons free webinars – which is substantially increased value at no
attending each event.
cost - has achieved this overnight.

Industry News

Adopting the ICMS for World Bank
and IMF funded projects

I

nitiated at a meeting held in the offices of the
International Monetary Fund in Washington in
2015, the International Construction Measurement
Standards (ICMS) presents the opportunity to make
a meaningful comparative analysis of construction
costs between countries on a global scale, not least
by international organisations such as the World Bank
Group, the International Monetary Fund, and various
other funding institutions, government and nongovernment organisations and the United Nations.

“Project developers and financiers want to be able to
compare apples with apples when reviewing project costs
across the globe. The data bank of crucial information
provided by the ICMS enables informed decision-making.
Although not mandatory, the ICMS is likely to become
an increasingly valuable requirement for South African
quantity surveyors who are involved on large infrastructure
projects that are funded by foreign investors,” Trusler says.
The first ICMS was launched in 2015 and it was a guideline
for reporting on the capital investment costs of a
project. Last year, the ICMS Coalition – which consists of
45 organisations from around the world and 27 Standards
Setting Committee members - published the second
edition of the ICMS.

Given the interest by international funding intuitions
for global consistency in construction cost reporting, as
advocated by the ICMS, Karl Trusler, EduTech Director at the
Association of South African Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS),
says the government’s planned infrastructure roll-out
makes it necessary for quantity surveyors to be open to
A benchmark for international lifecycle cost reporting
expanding some of their cost reporting methods.
“The new ICMS provides a lifecycle cost reporting guideline
so that developers and infrastructure owners know how
“With President Cyril Ramaphosa receiving a ‘firm
their investments will perform once they are operational.
commitment’ amounting to billions of rands for the
This type of information is crucial for both private and
55 bankable infrastructure projects, it is essential to know public sector role-players who are more motivated than
what reporting standards the big lenders will accept ever before to invest in the development of world-class
when reviewing project proposals. South African quantity infrastructure,” says Trusler.
surveyors who want to do work across borders or overseas
will also benefit from familiarising themselves with the ICMS, Among the 55 projects that government has earmarked
as global consistency in construction cost benchmarking for development is an aviation park near Upington, a smart
is becoming increasingly sought-after among critical city in Lanseria, a R3,1-billion Space Infrastructure Hub, a
stakeholders in the international built environment,” says 516-hectare citrus farm in the Eastern Cape, and a water
Trusler.
project that includes 160km of pipe, and pump stations
to get water to Eskom’s large power stations, Medupi and
What is the ICMS?
Matimba, among other projects.
The ICMS is an international standard that aims to
provide greater global consistency in classifying, defining, There is sufficient overlap between the current cost
measuring, analysing and presenting construction costs at reporting methods that professional quantity surveyors
a project, regional, state, national, or international level. It use and the ICMS, so we are working towards delivering
isn’t a detailed method of measuring construction works. a solution that enables the ICMS report to be generated
Instead, it is a high-level benchmarking and reporting in parallel with the way we currently do cost reporting in
framework for international cost classification, reporting, South Africa. I look forward to helping members embrace
and benefit from this solution,” concludes Trusler. g
and comparison.
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omplementary portfolios and technology position,” said Timo Ihamuotila, CFO of ABB and Director of
strengths to ensure continuity, enhance the Board of Hitachi ABB Power Grids. “Hitachi brings longcustomer value and bring growth opportunities term commitment to the new entity and strengthens the
existing business partnership between our companies,” he
In accordance with the agreement signed on 17 December added.
2018 [1], Hitachi Limited and ABB Limited announced the
completion of all required procedures as planned and the “Combining our respective technology strengths will
formation of Hitachi ABB Power Grids Limited. Hitachi has bring us new market opportunities and enable us to
an 80,1% stake in this new joint venture entity, which has deliver greater customer value,” said Facchin. “We remain
a business volume of approximately US$10 billion [2], and committed to powering good for a sustainable energy
ABB holds the balance.
future, with pioneering and digital technologies, as the
partner of choice for enabling a stronger, smarter and
Toshikazu Nishino, Executive Vice President of Hitachi, is the greener grid.”
Chairman of the new entity and Claudio Facchin the CEO.
The new entity is headquartered in Zurich, Switzerland. The [1] Link to Hitachi announcement in December 2018:
current management team will ensure business continuity. h t t p s : / / w w w . h i t a c h i . c o m / N e w / c n e w s /
“Hitachi’s leading digital technologies merged with worldclass power grid solutions will help us to play an active
role in the global transformation and decarbonisation of
energy systems for a sustainable energy future. Intelligent
solutions for a more dynamic grid will also contribute to
the UN’s Sustainable Development Goal 7 of ‘affordable,
reliable and clean energy’,” said Nishino.

month/2018/12/f_181217.pdf
[2] Based on reported annual revenues for fiscal years
2017–2019 (ABB’s Power Grids Division)

Hitachi ABB Power Grids is a global technology leader
with a combined heritage of almost 250 years, employing
around 36 000 people in 90 countries. Headquartered
in Switzerland, the business serves utility, industry and
The joint venture brings together two highly respected infrastructure customers across the value chain, and
companies to create a new global power leader. The alliance emerging areas like sustainable mobility, smart cities,
with Hitachi will facilitate expansion opportunities for the energy storage and data centres.
new entity in areas such as mobility, smart cities, industry,
energy storage and data centres, besides providing financial With a proven track record, global footprint and unparalleled
muscle to support ambitious projects and enabling access installed base, Hitachi ABB Power Grids balances social,
environmental and economic values. It is committed
to Japan, the third-largest economy in the world.
to powering good for a sustainable energy future, with
“Synergies and access to new and growing markets pioneering and digital technologies, as the partner of
provided by Hitachi will help take Power Grids to the next choice for enabling a stronger, smarter and greener grid.
stage of its development, further strengthening its leading https://www.hitachiabb-powergrids.com. g
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Hitachi ABB Power Grids
Commences Operations

Corobrik Is Here For The Building Industry

F

ollowing the announcement by Corobrik of
the appointment of Chief Operating Officer,
Nick Booth, as the new Chief Executive Officer,
Booth spoke with SA Builder.

Industry News

How are you settling into your new position, and
what is the future of Corobrik?
I am settling into my new position well and wrapping
my arms around it; leveraging my 40 years of experience
in the building supply industry. My career began at
Corobrik in 1980 when I started working at the factory in
Stellenbosch. I returned in 2017 after gaining a holistic
understanding of the building materials supply industry
– not just the clay brick industry.
Over the past few months, we have done some
restructuring. Due to the poor economy, the demand for
bricks declined over the previous four years and Covid-19
created the urgency for the restructure. During the
lockdown we closed down four factories, laying off 650
staff members. When Level 3 allowed us to recommence
manufacture, we made sure we were ready for the “new
normal” in whatever form it will take. We are constantly
monitoring the environment in which we are operating
to adapt as needed.
Corobrik remains an important supplier for the building
industry, and the demand for our products is showing
signs of picking up. We have been here for the last 118
years and will be here for the next 118 years.
We continue to invest in new capacity and our plan is
to reopen the closed factories as the demand increases;
Nick Booth, CEO, Corobrik
the first reopening will be in November 2020, with the
second reopened factory planned to reach full capacity
Our focus has ensured our customers are safe when
by the end of the year.
they visit our premises. As our factories run 24/7, we
Our new factory under construction at Driefontein, have introduced preventative measures and controls
which will utilise state-of-the-art technology supplied by to safeguard everyone and ensure we do not have any
the German company, Keller, will restart construction as downtime.
soon as the easing of Covid-19 travel restrictions enables
the arrival of the international experts who will oversee There have been very few staff who suffered Covid-19,
the construction. It is expected to be fully commissioned and we are delighted to advise that all have recovered.
We believe this was due to our quick response to each
by mid-2021.
incident and the training carried out within the whole
My new role as CEO will add value to the Corobrik organisation.
team and allow the team to draw on my experience to
Going forward
advantage us in the marketplace
The demand for our products is increasing as we were
What are the current operational challenges allowed to open at Level 3 which was earlier than
expected, as return was originally set at Level 2. This
(COVID-19, etc) Corobrik is experiencing?
Corobrik has experienced several challenges due to meant that we were able to commence manufacturing
Covid-19. However, the organisation swiftly followed the and delivering of bricks in June. The bulk of our business
recommended protocols, ensuring that staff understood comes from Government projects and the commercial
the regulations to the letter. We have been practising property market. The immediate demand for bricks has
social distancing in common areas, control measures been based on completion and continuation of existing
in the ablution blocks and maintaining careful hygiene projects; however, there are already signs of new projects
starting up. g
control.
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roperty developers, construction owners,
quantity surveyors, and contractors face
many challenges as they navigate through
mostly uncharted territory with their projects
experiencing mounting risks from the effects of
Covid-19. Dr Hendrik Prinsloo, former Senior Lecturer
at the Engineering, Built Environment and Information
Technology of the University of Pretoria, recently
published his book entitled Construction Delay Analysis
Simplified: A Step-by-Step Guide for the Analysis and
Formulation of Delay Claims. Christelle Bown, President
of the Association of South African Quantity Surveyors,
says the book provides the much-needed guidance the
industry is looking for to make sure that delay claimassessment processes are managed in a way that is fair
and transparent to employers and contractors.

conferences and is being practcied in several countries. The
ASAQS, which has worked closely with Dr Prinsloo over the
years, is co-publishing a South African version of the book.
“The book gives guidance on how disputes can be
minimised, and it is written in such a way that it can be used
for an in-depth study into delays or as a quick reference
guide for the assessment or formulation of delay claims. Dr
Prinsloo was a panellist on a recent ASAQS webinar about
the contractual consequences of Covid-19 and attendees –
including myself – were impressed by his knowledge on this
topic. We are excited to launch the co-published version of
his book to the local built environment,” says Bown, who
was invited to write a foreword for the book.

Formulating delay claims for JBCC and FIDIC contracts
Professor Tinus Maritz, CEO of the Joint Building Contracts
Committee (JBCC), who also wrote a foreword for the book,
“Across the globe, construction projects are impacted says the book is particularly helpful in how it gives guidance
by the pandemic in myriad ways including reduced or on how delay claims analysis is formulated using the JBCC
compromised the availability of materials, slowdowns in and FIDIC standard forms of contract.
production rates, non-availability of specialist resources,
site closures where the number of infections is high, and a “Dr Prinsloo’s book ensures that the delays experienced
reduction in the availability of labour due to compromised on construction projects, which in most cases might be
health workers, among other challenges. Dr Prinsloo’s excusable delays, are dealt with and analysed fairly and
new book succeeds in simplifying the many complexities transparently. It provides a better understanding of the
associated with the delay claim-assessment process at a
administration and good practice in this particular area
time when we need it most,” says Bown.
of contracting, and it will undoubtedly be used by many
practitioners, clients, contractors, and subcontractors
Localising international best practices for delay claims
throughout South Africa and its neighbouring countries,”
Dr Prinsloo, who now resides in San Diego, conducted
says Maritz.
intensive research on delay claims over many years, and this
research produced a groundbreaking new delay analysis
and formation method. The method, which is covered in To order your copy, contact Gwen Mlondobozi at the ASAQS
the book, has been presented at numerous international on edutech-admin@asaqs.co.za g
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Cost Savings When Dimming LEDs And
Understanding LED Dimmer Ratings
By Dr Marthinus Smit and Tracey Steyn, Shuttle Lighting

D

imming LEDs in homes, offices and even
warehouses is a common requirement
– mainly for the aesthetic value that
dimming adds to a living or working
environment.

energy consumption of the halogen lamp and much
lower initial light output, its consumption curve when
dimming is very non-linear.

The LED lamps, on the other hand, not only show a
much higher initial (non-dimmed) light output, but
Electricity consumption has been increasing rapidly, also exhibit a virtually linear consumption curve as
depleting natural resources such as coal and oil and, the lamps are dimmed.
consequently, the cost of electricity has steadily
increased.

Lighting

The result of this has been a global switch to LED
lighting and energy efficient lighting systems.
The energy efficient revolution
In South Africa, we are acutely aware that our power
grid is constantly under pressure, electricity prices
are rocketing, and all lamps are becoming expensive.
Fortunately, the very low energy consumption of
LEDs provides some relief from high electricity costs.
However, since dimmable LED lamps are slightly more
expensive than their non-dimmable counterparts,
buyers may think twice before they decide whether
they actually want to dim the lights or not.
If the non-visual benefits – especially the additional
energy savings possibilities and the increased lamp
lifetime of the dimming LED lamps – are considered,
it may be easier to make the decision whether to dim
or not.

Figure 2
LEDs have better light output using less energy
In order to better appreciate the implication of these
characteristics, Figure 2 shows the energy savings
as a percentage of the initial (non-dimmed) energy
consumption versus the percentage of measured light
output. If the lamps are dimmed to 50% lux output,
the halogen lamp saves only 26% energy, very little
considering that it consumes close to 50W when not
dimmed.
This is because most of the energy is used to ignite
the gas and produce heat – the visible light output is
only a small percentage of total consumption. LEDs
are, however, an electronic component that has an
inherent non-linear energy consumption versus light
output, which is the opposite to that of a halogen or
incandescent lamp.

Remarkable energy saving with dimming
With LED light sources, the energy savings are
remarkable when dimming, as can be seen from
Figure 2. When dimmed to 50% light output, the 10W
Figure 1
GU10 LED saves a staggering 62% energy, effectively
Figure 1 shows the measured energy consumption consuming only 3,8W.
versus measured light level of a conventional 50 W
GU10 halogen lamp, a typical 10W GU10 LED lamp Due to the losses associated with the electronic
and a typical 10W MR16 LED lamp with an electronic transformer, the 10W MR16 LED performs less
transformer. Besides the obviously much higher efficiently but still saves a very respectable 48%
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energy when dimmed to 50%, effectively then only Which brings us to the question:
Can you dim 100 x 5W LEDs with a 500W dimmer?
consuming 5,2W.
LED lighting technology provides numerous
Results will differ from brand to brand and even advantages for the end-user compared to the older
possibly between different models within a brand, incandescent and halogen technologies. But to the
but the general tendency will be the same or very installer or specifier, LED technology often creates
similar for all LED lamps. Interestingly, due to the high headaches when it comes to practical implementation.
lumen output of the LED lamps, the MR16 measures One of the problems often encountered is the question
around 400 lux (1 metre from source) and the GU10 of how many LEDs can be dimmed with one dimmer.
approximately 450 lux compared to the a very low 150 Surely a 100W dimmer, for example, should be able
lux of the halogen lamp when dimmed to 50%.
to dim 10 x 10W LEDs, since it is able to dim two
50W halogen lamps? However, when implemented,
premature dimmer failure is experienced or the
dimmer gets extremely hot, if it works at all.
Dimmer rating and dynamic characteristics
Unfortunately, it’s an exception rather than a rule, that
a dimmer can dim up to its full wattage rating of LED
load for two reasons: the definition of a dimmer rating
and the dynamic characteristics of a dimmable LED.
Phase cut leading or trailing edge dimmers are
historically rated for watts, which is strictly speaking
incorrect, it should be rated for its VA capabilities.
However, since halogen and incandescent (resistive)
lamps have a unity power factor, which implies that
their wattage and VA are the same, it was logical to
specify the dimmer rating in watts.
Dimmer derating
Historically, only wire-wound transformers had
a power factor of less than unity, which required
a dimmer derating. A dimmer was thus typically
specified, for example, as 500W resistive and 400W
inductive loads. Importantly, the resistive type loads
do not change characteristics when dimmed, the
current always follows the voltage envelope and there
are no significant current spikes or other non-linear
characteristics.

Additionally, the driver built into the LED lamp also Dimmable LEDs behave differently: Firstly, the power
suffers degradation due to increased temperature but factor can vary from 55% to 95% and secondly,
the driver (internal or external) characteristics can
dimming the lamp reduces the overall temperature.
change when dimming, are different for leading
and trailing edge dimmers, and often change
A measurement of a typical 10W GU10 LED showed dynamically according to specific intensity settings.
that the aluminium housing temperature reduced The current footprint of a particular LED can be very
from about 40°C above ambient when at full intensity different at, for example, 30% and 80% light output.
to about 5°C above ambient when dimmed to its
lowest intensity – this much reduced temperature has
an obviously beneficial implication on the lifetime of
the lamp’s driver.
Thus, the energy saving is real when you dim LEDs –
the more you dim, the more you save. The more you
dim, the cooler the lamp operates resulting in reduced
lumen depreciation as well as a longer lifetime of the
LED’s driver.
However, always ensure that the correct dimmer type
is used for dimming a particular LED. If a dimmer is not
matched or approved for a specific LED, it can result in
reduced product lifetime
Oscillogram 1
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Figure 3
Dimming extends the lifetime of LED drivers
When an LED is dimmed, the current through the
module reduces and the junction temperature
correspondingly reduces (typically non-linear). This
has a profound effect on the lumen maintenance of
the LED as can be seen from Figure 3, which shows a
graph of the expected LED module lifetime versus its
internal temperature.

Lighting
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Leading edge dimmer
Oscillogram 1 shows an example of a 9W LED (65%
power factor) being dimmed with a leading edge
dimmer. The single LED has a measured inrush current
spike (yellow trace) of 1,2 amps every mains half cycle
(100 times a second). One can intuitively sense that it
would be damaging to the dimmer to dim for example,
10 of these lamps with a 100W dimmer, although the
total LED wattage is only 90W.

The LED’s rated power factor can thus not be used in
isolation to determine the dimmer rating. The only
way to accurately determine the dimmer LED rating
is to measure the particular LED’s current waveform
at all intensities and match the results to the safe
operating area of the power processing components
(triac, mosfet, IGBT, SCR, etc.) of the dimmer as well as
the EMI filter components and the complete dimmer
thermal solution.

Trailing edge dimmer
Oscillogram 2 shows the same LED being dimmed with
a trailing edge dimmer. In this instance, the single LED
has a corresponding measured peak current of only 0,2
amps, which is clearly better for the dimmer, resulting
in a larger number of LEDs per dimmer compared to
the leading edge version.

Since the above process is extremely time-consuming
and requires intimate knowledge of a dimmer’s
design to calculate the correct dimmer LED rating,
LED suppliers do not usually provide the maximum
number of LEDs per dimmer.
Rule of thumb guidelines
There are, however, some rule of thumb guidelines.
For example: LEDs are marketed and purchased in
Europe, not according to wattage but rather according
to replacement of halogen or incandescent wattage.
Leading European LED manufacturers often print
the replacement wattage on the LED packaging and
recommend that the replacement wattage be used to
calculate the maximum dimmer load.
Thus, if a 5W LED, for example, replaces a 50W lamp,
the rule of thumb is that a maximum of 10 x 5W LEDs
per 500W dimmer can be installed. On the other
hand, leading European dimmer manufacturers
often recommend that their dimmers’ LED rating be
approximately 10% of their resistive rating. Following
this guideline, for example, a 500W dimmer can dim a
maximum of 10 x 5W LEDs.

Oscillogram 2
Power factor
Both these measured examples illustrate the unique
characteristic behaviour of dimmable LEDs which
have a different power factor (mostly much lower)
when being dimmed than that in their non-dimmed
state.
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If the above guidelines are too limiting, it would be
advisable to obtain a list of the maximum LED load
per dimmer from the dimmer manufacturer. An
example of a comprehensive list can be found on the
Shuttle Lighting home page under the Resources tab
“Dimmer LED maximum load.”
More info: www.shuttlelighting.com g
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Lighting For Residential And Commercial Use

T

he kind of lighting utilised in domestic,
commercial and industrial settings impacts on
occupant well-being, efficiency, utilitarianism
and aesthetics. Lighting influences human
circadian rhythms, emotions, productivity and fitness.
Comprehending the different effects the types of
lighting have is to key to choosing right type. Worth
remembering is the activity to be performed in the
room and the lighting best suited for that.

Recessed
Soft, recessed lighting is the light source of choice in
domestic and commercial buildings. The advantages
include minimal space requirements, a clean, modern look,
the ability to be narrow or focused, diffuse or bright as well
as being light in weight, so installation of studs, anywhere,
is not an issue.
Track
Track lighting is widely used as it offers several benefits,
including supplying direct light which marks it as suitable
for accenting portion of rooms or features, the ability to
swivel to change light direction, and is cheap.

Ambient
The most used and preferred kind of lighting which
provides general illumination without eye-watering glare,
and is used for day to day functions. Also known as mood
lighting.
Accent
Accent lighting provides a focal point for concentration of
the eye, reducing focus on other areas. Used for highlighting
furniture, artwork, displays and wall washing. Utilised
outside and outdoors to highlight architectural features or
as a crime deterrent.
Chandelier
Suitable for high ceilings, these add an element of
sophistication to foyers, bathrooms, and waiting and pause
areas.
Pedant
Suitable hanging directly over work stations, and can be
used for ambient, task and accent lighting.

Task
This lighting is key in offices, labs and kitchens where users
are required to perform nuanced, complicated jobs which
require high illumination. Key here is location, in order to
supply the focused light onto surfaces and counters.
Natural
Natural lighting is economical and aesthetically pleasing. It
is a solid option for use in any room or office depending
on the time of day, and gives the appearance of enlarging
tiny spaces. Natural lighting improves psychological
health. However, not all architectural choices provide for
or optimise natural lighting, and it can lead to glares and
shadows in interiors. This is mitigated by even distribution
of lighting, or window glass, outside awnings and seethrough wall panels, as well as tints, films and glazing.
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Glare is a factor in natural and artificial light, heightened
when high-gloss material is used in construction, and
is a consideration with vision-impaired inhabitants of
buildings. By using low-gloss finishes, this effect is lessened.
The following gives an indication of the different types of
lighting.

Natural lighting is often used in combination with artificial
lighting controls which turn off fixtures when there is
sufficient natural light, preventing glare and saving energy.

Lighting

Natural lighting

Swing arm lamps
and some halogen, halogen lighting is suitable for task
Utilised on desks, tables, mounted for extra lighting, and lighting as it produces a bright white light, as well as heat,
highly adjustable. Also lightweight and portable.
so safety must be considered when used by the visionimpaired as heat injuries can occur.
Under cabinet
Suitable for domestic kitchens and as a form of recessed Light-emitting diode (LED)
lighting.
Energy-efficient and producing light akin to daylight,
often used as a directional light to highlight a fixture or
Vanity
sign, as well as in bulb arrays to produce multi-directional
Standard issue in bathrooms and dressing rooms, used for illumination. LED bulbs give off no UV radiation and heat,
modifying personal appearance.
and are used for signage, street lighting and architectural
lighting, as well as for task lighting. Other benefits include
Landscape
easy dimmability, silent operation, and low energy
Used for exhibiting the outside of homes to best advantage, consumption.
as well as to light up garden features, and illuminative
safety.
High-intensity discharge (HID)
Incandescent
An alternative to natural light, with a similar colour
spectrum, it is made by light bulbs that emit light and heat,
but is not green and is substituted with LEDs, HIDs and
fluorescent light.
Fluorescent
Energy-efficient, long-lasting and gives off less heat than
incandescence, these tubes or bulbs (compact fluorescent
lamps) are ubiquitous in in buildings as they are without
glare and tubes produce a line of light. Flicker does occur,
prevented with lenses, covers, shades, panels and shields,
or by using two tubes in opposing phases. Tube phosphor
emits a warm tone, and dimmable fixtures lessen flicker
and energy use.

A type of arc lamp which lasts longer and has more light
per watt than all other lighting. These come in high lowpressure sodium, metal halide and mercury vapour
variations. Producing a yellow light which makes objects
monochromatic, low-pressure sodium vapour uses minimal
energy.
Neutral white light is produced by metal halide lamps,
used for its natural colour appearance illumination. Highpressure sodium produces high-intensity white light with
an orange tinge.

HID is usually utilised in sizable areas which need large
sources of overhead light and for green, sustainable energy
reasons, eg gyms, warehouses, stadiums, large outdoor
areas, pathways and parking lots, as well as in retail and
residential settings, where indoor gardens have plants that
Tungsten-halogen
Produced by a bulb’s filament surrounded by an inert gas need intense levels of natural sunlight. g
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Containerised open plan office unit

Rocla and Technicrete Donate 12-Metre Containerised
Office Unit and Paving To Mpumalanga Primary School

T

“In the past, the primary school children have been
subjected to high levels of dust from the dirt tracks around
the premises, which the Technicrete paving will help reduce
if not eliminate completely. Installation is from the entrance
to the primary school, around the art class and around the
netball fields.

The paving will improve the health and well-being of these
young children in a big way, in addition to creating safer
The 1 x 12,22 metre x 2,44m x 2,59m container is fully and more durable walkways,” concluded Principal Ndhlovu.
insulated with 40mm polystyrene, has four aluminium
sliding windows (900mm x 1200mm) - complete with fitted The containerised open plan office space is fitted with
burglar bars – and a steel panel entrance door with a lock a 220V distribution board, 4 x 4 ft vapor proof lights,
set.
4 x double switch plugs, a single light switch and 1 x 1800
BTU type air conditioner. The unit has rubberised flooring
Principal Ndhlovu explained: “Sifunindlela Primary School with black pigmentation. The exterior of the unit has been
has never had offices for staff. In the past, staff had met wire brushed, primed and painted in A/D white enamel.
for meetings in passages or under the lapa. Now, with the
donation of this containerised office unit, we have privacy “Education in South Africa is of paramount importance.
for meetings with staff and visitors. It enables us to house If ISG, in some way, can make a difference by providing a
school records and confidential correspondence properly.
suitable environment for educators to perform their duties
in and safe and hygienic sanitation units for learners like
We are very grateful to Rocla and Technicrete for these those we have met at Sifunindlela Primary School, then we
donations. It creates a proper working environment for believe we have a played a part in the general upliftment of
myself and members of my team, making a difference to their environment,” concluded Sebatane. g
how we work and giving us all a sense of pride in the school
we are managing.
“In 2019, ISG donated 16 sanitation units manufactured by
Rocla to Sifunindlela Primary School, because we believe
that proper sanitation in schools provides human dignity.
It was during this project that we became aware of the fact
that Principal Ndhlovu had no dedicated office space, not
only for himself but also for some of his administrative staff,“
commented ISG Group Marketing and Communications
Manager, Malebusa Sebatane.
“ISG decided to donate this fully insulated open plan office
space to the school to assist in providing a secure and
stable office environment for Principal Ndhlovu to carry
out his duties” said Sebatane. “Technicrete has also donated
2 574m2 of our Double Zig Zag 60 mm grey paving and
financed a local contractor to clear the ground work and
install the paving around the school and new office.
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Project News

he Infrastructure Specialist Group (ISG), which
comprises Technicrete and Rocla, has donated
a 12-metre fully insulated containerised open
plan office unit, as well as paving, to Sifunindlela
Primary School, based at Kabokweni, in Mpumalanga
Province. The office unit will be used by the school’s
principal, Mr Ndhlovu, and some of the school’s
administration staff.

Artist’s impression of Makers Landing

Project News

V&A Waterfront Unveils “Theatre To Food
Making” Incubator

T

he V&A Waterfront is currently pushing ahead
with a ground-breaking plan to develop a
visionary and local food community incubator
starring South African flavours and culture,
which will create jobs and act as a powerful incubator
for the food industry.

windows will allow visitors to relax in restaurants as they
watch ships enter and leave the harbour, and cruise ships
dock at the quayside in front of them.
Although the lockdown delayed construction at Makers
Landing, the development team is confident it will
complete the structure of the building imminently. This will
be followed by the interior work to configure the space to
fit a shared incubator kitchen, a demo kitchen, eight maker
production stations, a food market with approximately 35
flexible market stands, eight small co-op eateries and five
anchor restaurants of various sizes. Makers Landing will
open to the public in December 2020.

Makers Landing, as it will be known, is the next phase of
an overarching plan by the V&A Waterfront to develop the
Cape Town Cruise Terminal area. When it is complete, Makers
Landing will add a further 4 348m2 to the existing cruise
terminal developed by the Waterfront in 2015 for Transnet.
The original terminal was a small industrial building on the
edge of E-Berth that served as a pre-cooling facility for fruit
exports, whereas today passengers from cruise ships are Tenant applications
greeted by a state-of-the-art facility.
The V&A Waterfront is calling for applications from small
food businesses, entry-level to top chefs, food producers
Given the seasonality of the cruise industry, the R63-million and everyone in between. In addition to clear talent, the
multi-use Makers Landing development will encourage curators’ focus will be on authentic South African foods and
year-round activity in the port area. The new facility is in diversity, quality and freshness, variety of flavours, ethical
walking distance from the Waterfront’s Silo District, so it is and local sourcing, and affordability and value. Anyone
expected to attract footfall from within the Waterfront, as wanting further information about the space can download
well as those who work from the Port of Cape Town harbour. an application form from www.waterfront.co.za. g
It is a short water taxi ride from the Cape Town Convention
Centre.
Building Makers Landing
In keeping with Cape Town’s historical roots as a Tavern of
the Seas, the new space is being developed as part of the
Cape Town Cruise Terminal. It has always been the V&A’s
goal to preserve the heritage of the area, so from the outset
the development team aimed to incorporate the gritty,
industrial fabric of the harbour into the development, while
enhancing the marine experience.
Backing onto the Cruise Terminal’s Departures Hall, Makers
Landing retains the existing structure that dates back to
the 1920s and its original harbour warehouse aesthetic.
The building is a mere 15m from the quay edge, so glass
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Laerskool Wierdapark

Turftech’s Multi-Sports Facility Brings Sporting
Excellence To Laerskool Wierdapark

This high-quality sports surface, installed by Turftech,
replaced the existing grass netball and hockey field,
providing the school with a space-saving facility that caters
to hockey, netball and tennis practice sessions. It can also
be used as a playing area for the children during break time.

Louis Dekker, Principal of Laerskool Wierdapark, said the
introduction of the multi-sports surface at the start of the
year had been exceptionally well-received: “The learners
and staff love the area, and parents have been particularly
impressed with the professional look it creates. All the kids
wanted to play on the surface during their break!”

“Laerskool Wierdapark wanted to move their sports
offerings to the next level by implementing the latest
facility for the learners,” explained Phillip Prinsloo, Turftech
Sales Manager. “This multi-sports surface maximises on
the available space, which is at a premium at most strong
sporting schools.

He said the school was benefitting from additional costsavings as they don’t have to rent other astroturfs for
practice sessions.

“It is such an advantage having a quality playing surface
that can be used in all weather,” Dekker added. “And having
quite a limited space meant that we needed something
Through this installation, the school will be able to host that could accommodate many sporting codes. We want to
value-driven tournaments, as well as better prepare the offer our children the best possible product, and Turftech’s
learners in various sporting codes, setting them up for installation is certainly that!”
more opportunities in high school. The exposure to one of
the best-quality playing surfaces at such a young age is a For more information about Turftech’s superior natural and
big advantage for youngsters.”
synthetic turf technology, visit www.turftech.co.za g
The Rhino-Turf MT15 synthetic multi-sports surface is an
improvement on the existing fields which struggled under
the regular foot traffic. Unlike traditional hard courts, the
Turftech multi-sports facility does not have to be resurfaced
every two to three years, with the new synthetic surface
only needing upgrading every 8 to 10 years. Learners are
now able to practice for much longer hours and, for hockey
specifically, there is more consistent ball roll and play,
speeding up the game.
“The synthetic turf will allow youngsters to play long hours
on the field, whether it rained or not,” continued Prinsloo.
“If maintained, the surface will offer the school many years
of hassle-free sports, without the need for cutting or use of
fertiliser. There is also the massive advantage of not having
to water the surface, a major cost-saving exercise in a waterscarce country.”
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T

Alongside the multi-sports surface, Turftech installed a
high-end, customised fencing system that contributes to
player and spectator safety, while also creating a proper
drainage system to make sure water drains off the pitch as
quickly as possible.

he return to regular sporting fixtures is a
highly-anticipated luxury for many South
African schoolchildren, particularly for learners
returning to Laerskool Wierdapark in Centurion
which boasts a newly-installed Rhino-Turf MT15
synthetic multi-surface for optimum playing conditions.

Project News

Tiffany’s Shopping Centre And
Spar Rent The Sun
The installation of a rooftop solar photovoltaic system at
Tiffany’s Shopping Centre and Spar in Salt Rock on KwaZulu Natal’s Dolphin Coast has been completed, enabling
the retail centre tenants to harness the abundant coastal
sunshine, go green and save costs. Initially halted three
quarters of the way through installation due to the
coronavirus lockdown, the project was able to progress
as the country moved into Level 3. Canadian Solar Panels
numbering 1 134 will produce over 520 000 kWh of solar
energy annually through the grid-tied system.
Property Owner, Domingos Dejesus, says “We’re excited
to have our solar solution online and functioning well.
It supports our vision to reduce our impact on the
environment through green initiatives and we have also
been keen to benefit from the cost savings that can be
achieved through harnessing solar energy. While the initial
outlay for installing a system has previously been too high,
the solution from SolarSaver enabled us to implement
grid-tied solar, without having to pay for the hardware
and installation upfront. We can immediately start seeing
the difference in our electricity costs, without the stress of
managing and maintaining a system ourselves.”

the SuperSpar and Tops, Tiffany’s Shopping Centre retailers
include three restaurants and two take-away stores. These
stores operate fridges, freezers, aircons, fryers, ovens and
stoves, resulting in high energy usage. With the introduction
of solar power feeding these operations, the stores can rely
on having stable green power throughout the day.”
Green, himself a North Coast resident says, “It’s great
to see a range of business clients from retail centres,
manufacturing companies, game farms, fuel stations, car
dealerships to major shopping centres, taking advantage
of the opportunity to switch to solar. In a time like this, we
need to find all possible ways to save costs. With all our
available sunshine, South African businesses can easily be
on a par with the greenest, most energy efficient buildings
around the world.” g

SolarSaver’s unique rent-to-own model is enabling
businesses all over the country to reduce operational costs,
with over 200 installations in Namibia and South Africa
completed to date. “We design and fund the full cost of
the installation, and cover all the costs associated with
the ongoing maintenance of the system,” says SolarSaver’s
Lance Green. “Our customers pay only for the greener
power the system produces, at rates less than grid power.”
Green says the solution works well for retail centres like
Tiffany’s, enabling all tenants to reduce their reliance on
grid power and avoid increased electricity costs. “Besides
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Konecranes customer portal

Konecranes Customer Portal Helps Keep
Crane Maintenance On Track

I

“Quick, reliable and easy access to your crane information
and how that impacts your lifting equipment’s safety,
performance, maintenance and operation is critical for
positive corrective intervention - and all it takes is sensors
and a modem attached to the crane to enable the data
to start flowing. Machinery not performing as required,
operator errors and delayed crucial maintenance are all
issues that can affect safety and increase costs. Equipping
cranes with TRUCONNECT and utilizing the information on
yourKONECRANES can have a positive impact on safety and
productivity,” said Emil Berning, Managing Director.
“Today, in our real-time and online world, our customers
expect transparency and speed, and we do that through
our digital ecosystem to bring safety and productivity
improvements to their operations,” said Berning.
TRUCONNECT remote service
TRUCONNECT is a suite of remote service products and
applications to support maintenance operations and drive
improvements in safety and productivity. TRUCONNECT
Remote Monitoring collects condition, alerts / faults,
usage and operating data from crane control system and
sensors on an asset. Remote monitoring data is aggregated
at yourKONECRANES.com along with inspection and
maintenance data enabling a comprehensive view and
analysis of equipment condition, maintenance and
operation.
Collected data varies depending on asset make and model
but typically covers condition and expected service life of
critical components, running time, lifted loads, motor starts,
work cycles and emergency stops. Additional TRUCONNECT
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options allow certain assets to be equipped with hoisting
brake and/or inverter monitoring.
TRUCONNECT Remote Monitoring notifies you of brake
service life, hoist overloads, emergency stops and overtemperature occurrences through text or email alerts,
allowing for prompt response.
yourKONECRANES
Whether for a single crane or an entire fleet, the information
and data on the yourKONECRANES customer portal can be
used to make a telling difference on the performance of your
equipment and how it is managed. Having all your crane
maintenance and usage information in one place makes it
easier to manage your high-cost capital equipment.
The yourKONECRANES customer portal streamlines
data access by organizing large volumes of information
– including inspection and maintenance findings,
TRUCONNECT data, asset lists and service spend – into
easy-to-read graphs and charts in a single location.
Each connected asset has its own TRUCONNECT page
where you can quickly see a summary of items that require
attention, the most significant problem that could affect
the safe operation of the crane and alerts. You can easily
dive into more detailed information on crane condition,
alerts and operating statistics. Insights can be drawn by
observing anomalies, patterns and trends, helping you
make informed maintenance decisions.
A valuable feature of yourKONECRANES is the Business
Review section. Service KPIs, spend information and
TRUCONNECT alerts and usage summary can be viewed
for any selected time frame. This information is used during
our consultative process for an in-depth assessment of the
service relationship – looking at progress, feedback and
documented value.
Berning commented that in today’s difficult climate,
the utilisation of advanced technology such as
yourKONECRANES and TRUCONNECT providing factual
data online in real time helps make maintenance and
budgetary scheduling more precise, and therefore
more effective. g
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nvesting in cranes and lifting systems for a plant or
factory is one of the biggest financial undertakings
that a company considers. Issues such as operator
performance, safety management, maintenance
and equipment monitoring are key elements to keep
lifting equipment working smoothly and efficiently.
Today, through digitisation, maintenance activities and
cranes usage, as well as condition information, can be
easily accessed through the yourKONECRANES.com
customer portal and TRUCONNECT Remote Monitoring.

The STIHL TS Range - Cut Anything, Anywhere

T

he TS range of cut-off machines from STIHL
delivers superior performance with safety,
reliability and versatility. Specially designed
to cope with demanding construction
tasks, each model is simple to use, easy to service
and economical to run, with different capacities
and applications. Whether your job is small or
major, there’s a handy, hardy TS range model for you.

Product News

Power in a small package
The TSA 230 is a compact, cordless cut-off
machine that allows you to go anywhere with the
convenience of 100% mobility. This emission-free,
low noise, environmentally-friendly green machine
is easy to operate and lightweight (3,9kg without
the battery), and slices through tiles, bricks, pipes,
paving stones and metal. Powered by Lithium-Ion
battery technology, it starts at the touch of a button
while the ergonomic handle allows the machine to
be smoothly guided for precision cutting to a depth
of up to 70mm.

TSA 230
extended guard adjustment for working in hard-to-reach
areas such as corners, the bottom portions of walls, the
underside of in-ground pipes, and other tricky spots
where traditional cut-off machine guard positions restrict
access. This useful manoeuvrability is made possible by
STIHL QuickStop wheel brake technology, which is sensoractivated to stop the rotation of the cutting wheel within
fractions of a second in the event of a kickback when the
guard is in the open position. The TS 440 is the first cutoff machine in the world to have this safety feature, which
allows the user to work with an extended guard adjustment
range.

Safety first!
A major plus of this model is its increased operator-safety
features and its indoor-outdoor versatility. In line with
international health and safety legislation, it allows for
dust-free cutting, protecting operators from the potentially
harmful effects of inhaling tiny dust particles. This means it
can be used anywhere, even in enclosed spaces. A standard
water connection with quick-release coupling ensures it
can effortlessly be converted to wet cutting mode, while an
optional vacuum adapter removes debris produced when
the TSA 230 is hard at work.
Bigger and better for challenging cutting tasks

World-first technology for cutting in even the tightest The TS 440 is a powerful worker in challenging situations,
yet this machine’s X2 air filtration system is virtually
places
maintenance-free for limited downtime, and its 2-MIX
When more challenging cutting is required, then the engine, which delivers 9000rpm, is very fuel efficient.
robust TS 440 is just what you need in your hands. This User-friendly features include an anti-vibration system
cut-off machine for 350mm abrasive cutting wheels offers and effortless starting with the STIHL ElastoStart handle
with built-in shock absorber. The top handle
ensures well-balanced handling and increased
manoeuvrability and the electronic water
control delivers easy and efficient water flow
adjustment while cutting. It conveniently
retains the last setting, and the water flow
automatically stops at idle speed and restarts
when the throttle is engaged. Simple, easy,
convenient!

TS 440
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When cutting is part of your job
Professionals need high quality, cost-effective
tools with forceful delivery and day-long
dependability. With STIHL and the TS range,
you get innovative safety and operator-friendly
features too. All supported by STIHL’s nationwide
network of expert dealers, who offer advice and
excellent after-sales service. The STIHL TS range
- now there’s nowhere that you cannot cut! g
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YOU SHOULD
BE USING THE
WORLD’S FIRST!
ƒ

STIHL’s TS 440 is the world’s first cut-off saw with sensoractivated Quickstop wheel brake technology for added
safety and versatility. Reduced kickback; water-based dust
suppression; designed for limited access cutting like all STIHL
TS range models. Powerful, reliable. Never accept less than
the best.
Like any premium item, STIHL products are only available at
specialised outlets nationwide, for expert advice and superior
after-sales service.
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www.stihl.co.za

instagram.com/stihlsa
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CHRYSO FiniSafe is suited to a host of applications

Concrete Floor Finishing Made Easy
With CHRYSO®

Product News

C

oncrete is the ultimate, timeless solution for
floors. The success of a durable and functional
floor lies in the ability to produce a quality
finish, typically characterised by a smooth
and consistent surface, whether in an industrial or
decorative setting. With FiniSafe, finishing concrete
floors by troweling or floating has never been easier.

and industrial flooring and precast products. It may be used
safely on both indoor and outdoor concrete as it has no
odour and contains no VOCs.

Spraying CHRYSO® FiniSafe on the surface just before the
finishing operation commences improves the finishability
of the concrete surface. This makes it possible for the
operator to finish the surface faster and with less effort,
whether floating mechanically or manually. As this concrete
aid allows the mechanical trowel to pass over the surface
more efficiently, machine performance is optimised by
reducing wear and tear on the blades.

When using this product, no water is added during floating
or troweling, minimising the potential for unsightly
efflorescence appearing on concrete elements or weakened
surfaces which will tend to dust, when put into use. Other
surface treatments may be applied to the floated surface,
without any additional preparation.

CHRYSO® FiniSafe does not affect the colour or the
appearance of the concrete and may be used with
confidence on all decorative concrete surfaces.

With the use of CHRYSO® FiniSafe, a smoother finish is
achieved with better surface densification; exactly what
The product is safe for application on all types of concrete is expected by clients and designers, when specifying a
surfaces that require troweling, including standard concrete concrete floor. g

Fluke laser levels – rugged, precision tools for
efficient layout
Comtest is offering Fluke laser levels. Designed and tested
to survive a one-meter drop, users have come to rely on
Fluke’s professional grade tools that provide precision
and accuracy. The 3-point laser level delivers accuracy to
6mm at 30 meters, and the continuous line lasers levels
are accurate to 3mm at 10m. The fast settling, self-leveling
gimbal gives users accurate reference points and lines
almost instantly, making long and tedious layouts a thing
of past.
Fluke-3PR and Fluke-3PG
• Self-leveling 3-point laser level allows for fast,
accurate layout of reference points
• Accurate to 6mm at 30m
• Includes floor stand for fast, easy overhang and
centerline measurements
• Green laser is up to three times brighter for
improved visibility and long-range applications
(Fluke-3PG only)
Fluke-180LR and Fluke-180LG
• Self-leveling, horizontal and vertical-cross line
laser level for rapid, accurate leveling and layout
• Accurate to 3mm at 10m
• Green laser for improved visibility. Up to three
times brighter, and suited for long-range
applications (Fluke-180LG only)
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Fluke-LDR and Fluke-LDG Laser Line Detectors
• Laser line detector for use in high ambient light
settings
• Visual and audible indicators for ease of use
• Rugged design
• Compatible with Fluke-180LR (Fluke-LDR) or
Fluke-180LG (Fluke-LDG)
• Includes mounting bracket for quick, steady
positioning
Fluke-180LR System and Fluke-180LG System
• Self-leveling, horizontal and vertical-cross line
laser level
• Includes laser line detector and detector bracket
for use in high ambient light settings
For more information on Fluke’s range of laser levels
contact Comtest, local distributor of Fluke test and
measurement tools, or for upcoming seminars, demos or
to locate the dearest dealer, contact COMTEST on 010 595
1821 or sales@comtest.co.za
VIDEO LINK: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=N56ax9V14HU
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Signs of Confidence In The Local
Construction Sector
Johan Smit, MD, KiT

U

K-owned
RMD
Kwikform South
Africa is now a
fully South African
owned company, following
a
recently
concluded
management buyout. It will
in future operate as KiT.

“Once the due diligence
report became available,
our expectations were
confirmed. A strong
balance sheet, coupled
with
a
comforting
pipeline of secured work
and even payment guarantees were particularly satisfying,”
a spokesperson for one of the investment corporations,
Dirk Streicher, commented during an interview with the
new shareholders. “It was the quality of the executive
team and their experience of the local market that really
sold us the deal,”
Dirk Streicher, Investment
he added.
“We
Corporation Spokesperson
were particularly
i m p r e s s e d
by
the
early
responsiveness
of the team on
the deteriorating
trading conditions
early in the cycle,
long
before
Covid-19 arrived on
our doorsteps.”

Asked what the outlook is for the next year and beyond,
Sales Director, Rossouw Fourie, stressed that the new
owners maintain a realistic outlook while low levels of
construction activity are expected to continue deep into
2022 before a slow recovery could be on the horizon.
The context is further explained by Managing Director,
Johan Smit, who emphasises that the prospects for any
business operating in the current climate should not be
to wait for an economy to recover, but rather to learn to
“dance in the rain,” referring to the ability of a company to
be profitable despite weak trading conditions. “It is cardinal
to rethink and redefine the differentiating factors between
essential and non-essential spend,” Smit added. “It is in this
regard that the national lockdown has certainly given us all
a crash course in what is really essential. As a result, we have
created opportunity for ourselves to tender at extreme low
rates and still be able to remain profitable while offering
added value at low cost to our customers.”
“The current price elasticity of supply in the formwork
and scaffolding sector has reached unprecedented levels
of sensitivity. Building contractors simply need the best
technical solution with
a quality product and
Gerhardt Nieuwoudt, Director
exceptional service at
responsible for operations in
the lowest available
the Western Cape
price. We believe that
we are now in an ideal
position to meet this
expectation
from
customers,” Fourie told
the media during an
online briefing.

In response to the
further question of
what lies ahead for the
Dirk Streicher, a South African business,
Civil Engineer by Director
responsible
profession, added for operations in the
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RMD Kwikform South Africa
(RMD) was a subsidiary of
one of the world’s leading
formwork and scaffolding
suppliers. This buyout could
be viewed as affirmation
of enduring opportunity
in the construction sector,
regardless of an ongoing weak trading environment.
Having separated from the UK-based Interserve Group,
RMD experienced an uptick in earnings over the last quarter
while it is about to rebrand its business units across South
Africa.
Alwyn van der Watt, Director
This recent acquisition
in charge of KwaZulu Natal
has
dropped
the
emphasis once again on
the underlying value and
opportunity still present
in the local construction
sector,
despite
a
threatening pandemic.

that the science, creative
Rossouw Fourie,
challenges and complexities
Sales
Director, KiT
of temporary works design
had always fascinated him
since the early days of his
career. “Over the years I
continued to wonder why
there were always only a
few national players in the
market. This acquisition
allowed us to expand our
investment portfolio into
this
highly
specialised,
oligopolistic
environment
with its high barriers to
entry. The fact that we are
now proudly South African is
the cherry on the cake!” Streicher told the media during a
briefing at his home.

master builders
south africa

Corporate members
Boland
Daniël Uys – Executive Director
Tel: 021 863 3330
E-mail: info@mbaboland.org.za

East Cape
Greg Steele – Executive Director
Tel: 041 365 1835
E-mail: ecmba@global.co.za

Free State
Francois du Plessis – Executive Director
Tel: 057 352 6269
E-mail: admin@mbafs.co.za

MBA North
Mohau Mphomela – Executive Director
Tel: 011 805 6611
E-mail: info@mbanorth.co.za

People

KwaZulu-Natal
Vikashnee Harbhajan – Executive Director
Tel: 031 266 7070
E-mail: info@masterbuilders.co.za

Greater Boland
Duane Phillips – Executive Director
Tel: 023 342 6964
E-mail: mbagb@telkomsa.net

Northern Cape
Christa du Plooy – Secretary
Tel: 053 832 1762
E-mail: nc_mba@xsinet.co.za

Western Cape
Allen Bodill – Executive Director
Tel: 021 685 2625
E-mail: info@mbawc.org.za

affiliate members
Association of Architectural Aluminium
Manufacturers of SA
Johan J Heyneke – Director
Tel: 011 805 5002
E-mail: aaamsa@iafrica.com
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Western Cape, Gerhardt Nieuwoudt, elaborated on the next
steps: “We will soon start rolling out a whole new corporate
identity. It’s a brand that embodies the aspiration that we have
as an organisation. It’s about a new culture. It’s about being
brave. It’s about being passionate. It’s also about scalability
and being ready to serve our customers in a new uncontested
way. And yes, we are excited about being “Proudly South
African.”
“I think its emotional for all of us as it is ultimately about our
people,” Director in charge of KwaZulu Natal, Alwyn van der
Watt, added. “Although RMD will be put in a new jacket, it is the
same product range and international engineering ingenuity
that will be offered. We have therefore recently signed a
long-term distribution agreement with RMD Kwikform
International, ensuring we can offer the same products and
services the South African market will expect from the RMD
Kwikform brand.”
“RMD Kwikform is one of the top five suppliers of formwork
worldwide and will continue to offer its products and
engineering services exclusively through the Distribution
Agreement with the new Shareholders.” Divisional Director,
David Adams, said in a recent statement from its headquarters
situated in the West Midlands of England.
Smit, who brokered the transaction over a period of almost
a year, said the time was right for change. “It is a beginning
of a new phase for RMD.” He elaborated on the visionary
leadership among his colleagues who spent long hours with
him, which later became months, around the negotiation
table. He referred to a former South African president who
once said: “We have come a long way and now stand at the
top of the hill. One can sit and admire the view, but a man of
destiny knows that beyond this hill lies another and another
– the journey is never complete as he contemplates the next
hill.” (1)
“It is a privilege but at the same time a tremendous
responsibility to lead this wonderful team of inspired people
through this phase of transition,” Smit commented. “We are
now embarking on the next chapter of our journey. While our
people have recently witnessed significant changes, we have
developed a robustness which created a shield, safeguarding
us against the current unfavourable trading environment.
What we have in RMD are amazing people with a collective
ambition to build a great South African enterprise.
“We are deeply committed to the potential hidden on
our continent and, more particularly, in our country,” Smit
concluded.
1. [Statement by FW de Klerk on the Death of Nelson Mandela]

SA Reinforced Concrete Engineers’
Association
Jeff Thomas – Director
Tel: 011 455 6321
E-mail: sarcea@iafrica.com
SA Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Contractors’ Association
Barney Richardson – Director
Tel: 011 622 3890
E-mail: barney@saracca.co.za
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Construction Industry Events 2020
Due to ongoing restrictions on public gatherings, some of the events on the list may be affected.

ACHASM 2020 Construction Health
and Safety (H&S) Summit -6 - 7
October 2020, Altron Conference
Centre, Midrand

AfriBuild - 13-15 October 2020 –
Nasrec Expo Centre Johannesburg

Kenya Virtual Expo - 24-26 November
2020

Events 2020

CONEXPO AFRICA - 13-16 October
2021 - Gallagher Convention Centre,
Johannesburg
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